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1. Introduction

This paper discusses the syntax of fragment answers (1a), specifically defending the ‘movement-plus-ellipsis’ view of fragments put forward by Merchant 2004 and illustrated in (1b).

   b. A: What did John eat? B: [CP Chips {TP he ate}]

By a number of diagnostics, fragment answers look like they are created by A′-movement to the left periphery followed by clausal ellipsis, as in (1b). However, focus-fronting of this kind is not otherwise licit in English, i.e. the non-elliptical version of (1b) is degraded.

(2) A: What did John eat? B: *CHIPS he ate.

A movement analysis of fragments therefore has to explain why the movement appealed to is only exceptionally allowed under ellipsis. I will argue for an account of exceptional movement under ellipsis in which the moved element moves only at PF to evacuate an ellipsis site, following recent work by Boone 2014. I argue that this movement is last-resort, explaining its exceptional character. Analyzing the movement as taking place only at PF explains a number of interpretive asymmetries between the putative fronting in fragment answers (1) and fronting in non-elliptical contexts in English. I also investigate some differences between exceptional movement in pseudogapping and in fragment answers, and argue that an account where remnants undergo movement at PF only to escape an ellipsis site as a ‘last resort’ can explain these differences.
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2. Movement and fragments

Both the notion that fragments are created through clausal ellipsis, and the notion that the fragment undergoes A′-movement to the left periphery as in (1b), are not uncontroversial (see, for example, Ginzburg & Sag 2000 and Stainton 2006, among others, for non-elliptical accounts of fragment answers). In this section, I first summarize some arguments in favor of Merchant 2004’s movement-plus-ellipsis analysis. I then turn to some apparent problems with the analysis, problems which I will argue in section 3 are addressed by adopting a PF-movement analysis of the movement involved.

2.1 Fragments derived by A′-movement

Merchant 2004, among others, provides convincing arguments that A′-movement is involved in the derivation of fragment answers. For reasons of space, I will discuss only some of these arguments. The most crucial argument is the P-stranding generalization, discussed first for sluicing by Merchant 2001. In languages in which prepositions must obligatorily pied-pipe, such as German, prepositions must obligatorily appear in fragment answers (modulo certain exceptions: Almeida & Yoshida 2007, Rodrigues et al. 2009). In P-stranding languages such as English, prepositions may be omitted in fragment answers, as the English translation of (3) shows.

with whom has Anna spoken with the Hans the Hans.
‘Who did Anna speak with? — (With) Hans.’ (Merchant 2004:ex. (78))

This is expected on a view in which fragment answers undergo A′-movement. Fragment creation would then be subject to the requirement that prepositions cannot strand in German under A′-movement: *(Mit) dem Hans hat Anna (*mit) t gesprochen. Non-movement approaches to fragments (e.g. Ginzburg & Sag 2000, Stainton 2006) have difficulty accounting for this crosslinguistic generalization (see Merchant 2004:669f. for further discussion). Other arguments in favor of a movement analysis of fragments include the failure of left-branch extraction (Barros et al. to appear), as shown in (4), and the failure of non-phrases to be fragments as in (5); fragments pattern with A′-movement in this respect.

(4) Did he hire an experienced writer?
   a. No, he hired a budding writer.
   b. *No, budding. (cf. *Budding, he hired a t writer)\(^1\)

(5) What will she do with the spinach? (Merchant 2004’s ex. (137), adapted)
   a. Wash it. (cf. Wash it, she will t – VPs can move)
   b. *Wash. (cf. *Wash, she will t the spinach – V\(^0\) cannot move)

\(^1\)An adjective like budding, which cannot be in predicative position, is needed to ensure that the elliptical source here is not something like *Budding he is, as Barros et al. discuss.
2.2 Problems for the movement analysis

The movement analysis therefore has strong arguments in its favor, but it also has two major problems. The first problem, discussed already in the introduction, is that English only very awkwardly (if at all) allows focus fronting of the kind appealed to here outside of elliptical contexts, as shown in (2). The second problem is that there are a number of elements which cannot undergo A'-movement in English, but which can nevertheless be fragment answers. I discuss each of these in turn.

Firstly, negative polarity items cannot move under topicalization or clefting, as (6) shows, but can be fragment answers, as shown by (7).

(6) a. ??Any wine, John didn’t buy t.
   b. *It was any wine that John didn’t buy t.
(7) (den Dikken et al. 2000’s fn. 3, (i, ii), adapted)
   a. John has returned with the shopping for the party. A and B know that he bought cheese, olives, and juice, but suspect that he has forgotten something.

Secondly, Merchant 2004 notes that, while ‘bare’ (NP-less) quantifier phrases cannot undergo fronting (Postal 1993, (8)), they can nevertheless be fragment answers unproblematically (9). (The examples in (8b) are ungrammatical when parsed as it-clefts; they have irrelevant grammatical readings.)

(8) a. ??Everyone, I will talk to t./*Someone, I will talk to t.
   b. ??It’s everyone I will talk to t./*It’s someone I will talk to t.
(9) A: Who will you talk to?    B: Everyone./Someone.

Lastly, particles (as in (10)) cannot A’-move in English (11), but can be fragment answers unproblematically (12).

(10) He turned the TV on/off/up/down.
(11) a. *On/off/up/down, he turned the TV t.
   b. *It was {on/off/up/down} that he turned the TV t.

---

2 There is a limited set of exceptions discussed by Prince 1981, such as Macadamia nuts I think they’re called. I do not discuss these here.
3 Merchant 2004 argues that NPIs fragments are in fact ungrammatical, but the examples he provides are ruled out for independent reasons; see Weir 2014:167ff. for discussion.
4 Clearly there is a pragmatic infelicity in answering a question like who will you talk to with someone, as it is highly uninformative, but I think the grammaticality contrast between (8) and (9) is clear.
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(12)  a. Did he turn the TV off? — No, on.
     b. Did he turn the TV up? — No, down. 5

2.3 The paradox

The results of the preceding sections appear to leave us with a paradox. A number of
diagnostics – P-stranding, left-branch extraction, head/phrase distinction – show us that
A′-movement is involved in the generation of fragments. However, a number of phrases
that can be fragments cannot otherwise A′-move (NPIs, bare quantifiers, particles), and the
movement appealed to (focus movement to the left periphery) is not one that seems to be
acceptable in English outside of elliptical contexts. To resolve the ‘paradox’, I propose that
there is movement in fragment answers, but it is not interpreted: it only takes place at PF.

3. A PF-movement solution

3.1 What is PF-movement?

Aoun & Benmamoun 1998 and Sauerland & Elbourne 2002 propose PF-only movement
for cases of ‘total reconstruction’, such as cases where (phrases containing) NPIs appear to
have raised past their negative licensor:

(13) A doctor with any reputation [is likely not to be [t available]]

Sauerland & Elbourne argue that a doctor with any reputation has moved only at PF; at
LF, it does not move, and is interpreted in its base position (i.e. within the scope of nega-
tion). The model being assumed here is one in which there is a stage of ‘narrow syntax’
(i.e. movements that have effect at both PF and LF), and then two further stages of ‘PF-
movement’ and ‘LF-movement’, as shown in the Y-model in (14). Importantly, both of
these latter stages are syntactic, in the sense that the movement processes involved target
syntactically-defined constituents, respect syntactic constraints on movement, and so on.

(14) Input
    Narrow-syntactic movement
        PF-movement
            Phonological interpretation
        LF-movement
            Semantic interpretation

5Particles that form idiomatic compounds with their verbs (such as let down = disappoint, let off = pardon)
cannot be fragments: Did the judge let the criminal down? — *No, off. That receives a syntactic explanation
on this account, however, if we adopt Wurmbrand 2000’s proposal that ‘idiomatic’ particles are heads that
combine with verbs directly (and so could not be A′-moved to the left periphery), but ‘transparent’ particles
(as in turn the TV down) head PPs, and those PPs could be moved.
‘PF-movement’ is therefore being used here in a sense parallel to ‘LF-movement’, i.e. syntactic movement that has effects at only one of the interfaces. There may be movement processes that take place at the ‘phonology proper’ (that is, they operate on words, sub-strings, etc. rather than on syntactic constituents), but I reserve the term ‘PF-movement’ for this syntactic-type movement.\(^6\)

3.2 Last resort movement of focus

Following Yoshida et al. 2015’s analysis of why-stripping and Boone 2014’s analysis of pseudogapping, I argue that focused phrases – which, by dint of being focused, require phonological stress/prominence – cannot remain within an elided constituent. If a constituent bearing a focus feature is within a larger constituent marked for ellipsis, I argue with the above authors that these focused phrases undergo an exceptional movement to a position outside the ellipsis site (‘evacuating movement’). More specifically, I argue this movement takes place only at PF.

The LF and PF structures for a fragment answer like *What did John eat? — Chips* are shown below. The [E] feature shown here on the C head is the feature borne by an ellipsis-licensing head (Merchant 2001); it enforces deletion of its complement, here TP.\(^7\)

---

\(^6\)The term ‘PF-movement’ is therefore not being used in quite the same way as Embick & Noyer 2001 use it, for example.

\(^7\)The [E]-feature also imposes a semantic recoverability condition on its complement. I do not discuss here the semantic conditions on the licensing of clausal ellipsis; for discussion see Merchant 2001, Reich 2007, AnderBois 2010, Weir 2014:ch. 3, a.o.
At surface structure and at LF, the focused phrase *chips* is in situ in object position. However, at PF, this focused phrase cannot remain within an ellipsis site. As such, it moves to a position immediately outside the ellipsis site.\(^8\) This movement is not driven by feature checking, but rather purely to fulfil the needs of the PF interface (Boone 2014). Fragments therefore have the characteristics of movement because they are \(A'\)-movement which takes place only at PF.

### 3.3 Understanding interpretive differences

I argue that a PF-only movement analysis lets us understand why elements that cannot front in non-elliptical contexts in English – NPIs, bare quantifiers, particles – can nevertheless be fragments even under a movement-plus-ellipsis account of fragments.

If fragments do not move at LF, then this explains why NPIs can be fragments: they are examples of ‘total reconstruction’ in Sauerland & Elbourne 2002’s sense, interpreted in their base position (that is, within the scope of their licensor) at LF.

\[(17)\]  

a. PF: \([CP \text{ Any wine} [CP C_{[E]} [\text{\small{TP John didn’t buy t}]}]]\]

b. LF: \([CP C_{[E]} [\text{TP John didn’t buy any wine}]]\]

Bare quantifiers plausibly cannot front (outside of elliptical contexts) in English due to their status as obligatorily quantificational operators (as has often been noted for topicalization of bare quantifiers in Romance: Cinque 1990, 1995, Rizzi 1997, Anagnostopoulou 1997, Arregi 2003). This appears to be a constraint on the denotation of the elements involved, a semantic effect. It is therefore avoided if we assume no LF-movement in fragments,

---

\(^8\)For an explanation of why the ellipsis remnant has to be *immediately* outside the ellipsis site, see Boone 2014. I remain agnostic here about the precise size of the ellipsis site (and therefore the landing site of the movement), but in Weir 2014:ch. 5 I argue that the ellipsis site is bigger than TP, and that the landing site is very high in the clausal left periphery.
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explaining why quantifiers can be fragment answers but cannot front in non-elliptical contexts.

The bar on the fronting of particles in English is somewhat more mysterious. We don’t want to say that this sort of movement is ruled out ‘in principle’, as languages like German do allow these particles to appear in [Spec, CP]:

(18) (Wurmbrand 2000’s (12))
   a. Auf hat er die Tür gemacht
      open has he the door made
      ‘He opened the door’
   b. Weg hat er den Brief geschickt
      away has he the letter sent
      ‘He sent away/off the letter’

And indeed in English too, it is possible to move a particle under pied-piping, showing that particles are not immobile as such:

(19) a. How far down should I turn the TV?
   b. ?How deeply in should I breathe?

   Rather, we might say that fronting of particles (on their own) in English fails for a similar reason to the failure of the fronting of bare quantifiers: there are strict semantic restrictions on what can undergo topicalization and it-clefting in English. Particles (for reasons that are unclear) do not meet these restrictions: there is some incompatibility between the semantics of particles and the specific interpretive effects that the operations of topicalization and clefting have. If, however, fragments are generated by PF-only movement which has no interpretive effect, then we predict that particles can be fragments, which is correct:

(20) Did he turn the TV on? — No, off.
   a. PF: [CP Off [CP C [E he turned the TV t]]]
   b. LF: [CP C [E he turned the TV off]]

3.4 Further evidence for uninterpreted movement: Condition C effects

A further argument for the uninterpreted nature of movement in fragment answers comes from the absence of so-called Lebeaux effects (Lebeaux 1990). Movement (in the non-elliptical case) sometimes makes certain interpretations available which are not otherwise present. For example, topicalizing or clefting a DP containing a relative clause bleeds condition C violations for R-expressions inside the relative clause:

(21) a. *He[i] will praise the guy that John[i] promoted.
   b. The guy that John[i] promoted, he[i] will praise t.
   c. It’s the guy that John[i] promoted that he[i] will praise t.
This has generally been analyzed in terms of the copy-theory of movement (Lebeaux 1990, Chomsky 1993, Fox & Nissenbaum 1999, Fox 2002): the relative clause is late-merged in the high position, and no copy of the relative clause is present in the base position. The R-expression is not c-commanded by the pronoun, and so there is no condition C violation.

(22) [The guy that John promoted [he will praise ⟨the guy⟩]]
    (where ⟨angle brackets⟩ show an unpronounced copy)

    Crucially, fragment answers do not show these effects. Condition C is bled in full clausal answers under e.g. clefting, but not in fragment answers, as (23) shows.

(23) A: Who will John praise? Will he praise his boss?
    a. No, it’s the guy that John promoted that he’ll praise.
    b. ??No, the guy that John promoted. (OK: No, the guy that he promoted.)

This is unexpected if the fragment in (23b) has undergone an interpreted movement, but can be understood if the fragment is in situ at LF: there is a condition C violation at LF, which late-merge of the relative clause does not bleed.

(24) a. at PF: [the guy that John promoted [he will praise ⟨the guy⟩]]
    b. at LF: [he will praise the guy that John promoted]

Note that this evidence tells us that fragment movement not only can be semantically vacuous, but that it apparently must be.\(^9\) If fragment movement could be an optionally interpreted movement, we would expect a parse of examples like (23b) where the relative clause was interpreted in a high position (and would therefore bleed condition C), but this is not in fact possible.

4. Understanding the properties of ‘exceptional’ movement

In the above section, I have argued that focused phrases can undergo exceptional, uninterpreted movement. In proposing ‘exceptional movement under ellipsis’, I follow a wide literature: Richards 1997, 2001, Lasnik 1999, Fox & Pesetsky 2003, Thoms 2010, to appear, Boone 2014 a.o. However, proposing exceptional movement under ellipsis raises a number of questions, which I address in the remainder of the paper.

4.1 What restricts the distribution of ‘exceptional’ movement?

A first question to address is, if an A′-fronting operation with no interpretive effects is in principle available in English, and is available in fragment answer/clausal ellipsis contexts,\(^9\)

\(^9\)Note, though, that this does not necessarily make predictions about the scope of the fragment. If the fragment could otherwise QR (i.e. independently undergo LF-movement), we expect all the scope possibilities that would come from that (see Merchant 2004:681 for discussion); the claim here is only that movement to evacuate a fragment from an ellipsis site is semantically vacuous.
why is it exceptional, rather than generally available? That is, why can’t it generate the ungrammatical structures in (25), where no ellipsis is involved?

    b. *Everybody, I saw t.

To answer this question, I propose that the fronting operation I have argued for is last-resort and only occurs in construction with ellipsis.¹⁰ This follows Boone 2014 and Yoshida et al. 2015: the movement in question is being driven purely to get a focused phrase outside of an ellipsis site. I propose that it is ruled out in contexts like (25) for reasons of Economy of Derivation (Chomsky 1995 et seq.): movements are ruled out unless there is a ‘reason’ to do them. I refer to Weir 2014:194ff. for the full exposition, but the basic notion is that in full clauses, the sort of movement (25) represents would be superfluous: as a PF-only movement, it would have no interpretive purpose, and it would also solve no PF ‘problem’. As such the movement is ruled out as an Economy violation. However, in elliptical contexts, the need to extract a focused phrase from an ellipsis site provides a ‘reason’ for the movement, which can therefore take place without being a fatal violation of Economy.

4.2 When does ellipsis fail to license exceptional movement?

If we introduce an operation of ‘exceptional’, last-resort movement to evacuate focused constituents from ellipsis sites, we need to take care that it does not overgenerate. In this respect, it is instructive to investigate pseudogapping (26a). Pseudogapping is frequently analysed as movement of a focused constituent out of a verb phrase, followed by verb phrase ellipsis (26b):

(26) a. John would buy the newspaper, but he wouldn’t the magazine.
    b. . . . but [TP he wouldn’t [XP the magazine [VP buy t]]]

The type of movement invoked here is contested: various authors (representative citations given here) argue for Heavy NP Shift (Jayaseelan 1990), Object Shift (Lasnik 1999), scrambling (Johnson 2001), or focus A′-movement (Jayaseelan 2002). However, these accounts share the property that the movement involved is exceptional:¹¹ English does not allow the word order shown in (26b) outside of elliptical contexts. We might initially think, then, that pseudogapping represents a case of ‘exceptional movement’ on a par with the account proposed above for fragment answers.

¹⁰For alternative views on why focus fronting is only licit in English in elliptical contexts, see Richards 1997, 2001, Temmerman 2013. These authors propose that focus movement is generally available in (the narrow syntax of) English but that the movement involved is of a type that will lead to a crash unless the launching site of the movement is deleted by ellipsis. These accounts have the drawback that they predict that the moved fragment should be (at least optionally) interpreted in its moved position at LF (as the movement takes place at the narrow syntax); as I have shown, it isn’t.

¹¹Apart from an Heavy NP Shift account, but that has been shown to be insufficient (at least on its own) to capture all the relevant data; for example, Lasnik 1999 points out that indirect objects can’t undergo HNPS, but can be pseudogapping remnants.
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However, there are interesting differences between the fragment answer case and the pseudogapping case. For example, particles are not good pseudogapping remnants (27), even though they are good fragment answers.

(27)  *He would turn the TV up, but he wouldn’t down. (Johnson 2001)

In addition, pseudogapping remnants are clause-bounded, while fragment answers are not.

(a. John thinks that Mary read the magazine, *but he doesn’t think that Mary read the newspaper. (Johnson 2001)

(b. A: Who does John believe that Mary kissed?
   B: John believes that Mary kissed Bill.

We therefore need a way to cleave a distinction between the exceptional movement invoked in fragment answers (which allows particles, and is not clause-bounded) with the exceptional movement invoked in pseudogapping (which doesn’t allow particles, and is clause-bounded).12

4.3 Explaining when exceptional movement is allowed

The differences discussed above between pseudogapping and fragment answers indicate that we need to understand when exceptional movement is allowed and when it isn’t. I propose (29).

(29)  a. If a certain movement is available ‘in principle’ in syntax, then that can give rise to an exceptional movement under ellipsis.
   b. If a certain movement would not be available even ‘in principle’, then it cannot give rise to exceptional movement under ellipsis.

This of course relies on understanding what it means for a movement to be available ‘in principle’, which is most easily shown by example. DPs, for example, can clearly move to the left periphery in English in general, as can particles if they are pied-piped.

(30)  That guy, I saw t.

Moving phrases to the clausal left periphery is therefore available ‘in principle’ in English. As discussed in section 3.3, the failure of fronting bare quantifiers and non-pied-piped particles (in English, outside of elliptical cases) is plausibly ruled out due to a semantic problem, to do with the interpretive properties of the movement, rather than the failure of the syntactic mechanism of A’-movement. If the failure of fronting bare quantifiers and

---

12Some alternative accounts for this contrast have been proposed in the recent literature, in particular Boone 2014 and Thoms to appear. Space does not allow a comparison of these approaches with the present one; I refer the reader to those papers.
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particles is semantic rather than syntactic, then such fronting will exceptionally be allowed under ellipsis, as exceptional movement is PF-only with no LF-level effect.

By contrast, I suggest that constraints like the ban on moving complements of P in non-P-stranding languages, or left-branch extraction in languages that do not allow this, are movements that are not possible ‘even in principle’ in the relevant languages. For example, these movements could be ruled out due to anti-locality constraints of the type discussed by Abels 2003 (for extraction from PP) and Bošković 2005 (for left-branch extraction). Mechanisms of narrow syntax simply cannot establish the relevant kind of movement relation. If a movement is disallowed ‘in principle’ in this sense, then exceptional movement is not allowed. Complements of P in non-P-stranding languages therefore cannot be fragments, and neither can phrases in left-branch position:

(31) a. Mit wem hat Anna gesprochen? — *Hans ⟨[hat Anna mit t gesprochen]⟩
    with whom has Anna spoken Hans has Anna with spoken
    b. Did you hire an experienced writer? — *No, budding ⟨[I hired a t writer]⟩

I argue that the distinctions between fragment answers and pseudogapping stem from this. Johnson 2001 analyzes the behavior of pseudogapping remnants by proposing that they undergo scrambling to reach their VP-external position. Like pseudogapping, scrambling is also finite-clause-bounded, and also cannot target particles, as shown by the below Dutch examples:

(32) a. *… dat Jan de krant beweert [CP dat Sam t₁ leest]
    … that Jan the paper claimed that Sam read
    (no scrambling out of a finite complement clause; Johnson’s (86b))
    b. *… dat Jan de TV uit steeds t₁ zet.
    … that John the TV out all the time puts
    (no scrambling of a particle: Johnson’s (89) from Zwart 1993)

Let us assume that scrambling is indeed the movement that pseudogapping remnants undergo. In our terms, then, scrambling is a form of movement that we can say is available ‘in principle’ in English, but which contingently does not happen, at least not usually overtly. See Lasnik 1999 and Fox & Pesetsky 2003 for suggestions somewhat along these lines for pseudogapping,13 and Hinterhölzl 2003 for a proposal that English has covert scrambling; in pseudogapping, this scrambling could be exceptionally overt, as an instance of last-resort evacuating movement.

However, scrambling cannot ‘reach into’ finite clauses, nor target resultative phrases or particles, and it appears that this is impossible ‘even in principle’. As such, scrambling of a pseudogapping remnant out of a clause, or of a particle, can’t take place even ‘exceptionally’, i.e. under ellipsis. By contrast, fragments involve A’-movement to the left periphery, which is much freer; it is not clause-bounded, and it can target particles ‘in principle’ (e.g. if the particles are pied-piped). Note that this requires us to believe either that there is no

13 Although these authors talk about Object Shift rather than scrambling.
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IP-level Focus position in English, contra Jayaseelan 2002, Gengel 2013, Thoms to appear, or that such a position is (for some reason) not a possible landing site for particles (even ‘in principle’). If such an A′-movement were possible then ‘exceptional’ movement of particles should be just as possible under pseudogapping as it is under clausal ellipsis – the particle should be able to A′-move to this IP-level focus position ‘exceptionally’, just as it can move to the CP left periphery ‘exceptionally’ under clausal ellipsis.

5. Conclusion

I have argued that exceptional movement under ellipsis is a last-resort PF-movement to evacuate a focused phrase from an ellipsis site, following Boone 2014 and Yoshida et al. 2015. The grammar can make use of any movement which is available ‘in principle’ (A′-movement to the left periphery in fragment answers, scrambling in pseudogapping, etc.) to evacuate a remnant from an ellipsis site at PF. However, this movement has no interpretive effect, explaining some asymmetries between fragment answers and fronting in non-elliptical contexts. If there are constraints at narrow syntax which forbid movement of a constituent in a given language (such as ruling out P-stranding or left-branch extraction), then this constituent cannot be evacuated from an ellipsis site, explaining the inventory of possible fragment answers and pseudogapping remnants.

An obvious extension of this work is to islands. If islands are an interface phenomenon (as in e.g. the PF theory of islands, Merchant 2001), then exceptional movement should be possible out of islands: i.e. ellipsis should void islands, as indeed it often has been taken to do (Ross 1969, Merchant 2001). However, fragment answers have been argued to be island-sensitive (Merchant 2004, Barros et al. to appear). Does this indicate that islands should be taken to be narrow-syntactic phenomena which bar even exceptional movement? I lack the space to take this theme up in detail here (although see Weir 2014:199ff. for discussion). However, the generalization that fragment answers involve movement seems to be secure: and a PF-movement account allows us to understand why that movement should (a) be exceptional and (b) cause no semantic effects.
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